Construction of a cultivation system of a yeast single cell in a cell chip microchamber.
A novel single cell screening system was constructed using a yeast cell chip in combination with the yeast cell surface engineering [NanoBiotechnology 2005, 1, 105-111]. Enzymes or functional proteins displayed on a yeast cell surface can be used as a protein cluster. To achieve high-throughput screening of protein libraries on the cell surface, a catalytic reaction by a single cell-surface-engineered yeast cell was successfully carried out in the microchamber on the yeast cell chip. After screening, to replicate a target cell for use in measuring of activity, DNA sequencing, and preservation, a novel single cell cultivation system in the yeast cell chip was constructed. To avoid damage of the rapid dry up of medium in the microchamber array, the yeast cell chip was modified with a protection sheet, so that the modified chip was like a micro-culture tank constructed on the yeast cell chip microchamber. As a result, single yeast cell cultivation in the yeast cell chip microchamber was observed, and the modified yeast cell chip was evaluated to be good for a single cell selection. The improvement showed that the single cell screening system coupled with the single cell cultivation using the modified yeast cell chip may be superior to that by a cell sorter for the isolation of a target cell and its practical use.